Discontinuum Disc Golf Club

Sponsorship Plans
Last Updated Sunday, 04 March 2007

Please
see which of the following Sponsorship Plans fit your needs. Custom/special
agreements always willingly considered !

sponsorship

The
"Birdie" Plan
The
easiest way to sponsor DISContinuum and get your logo seen by thousands
on the internet as well
as in print.
Sponsor's
Pledge: $100.00 annually*
DISContinuum's
Pledge: Sponsor's logo (approx 1.5 square inches) will appear on the DISContinuum
website (http://discontinuum.org) on the homepage as well as on the
site's Sponsor and/or Links Page (with 1
paragraph of promotional
copy) and a link if sponsor has a website. Sponsor's logo (approx.
1.5 square
inches) will also appear on all programs/flyers for DISContinuum-hosted
events, disc golf leagues, and
tournaments.
The
"Ace" Plan
The
best way to sponsor DISContinuum and get your logo seen on the
internet,
in print, and on our club banner!
Sponsor's
Pledge: $200.00 annually*
DISContinuum's
Pledge: Sponsor's
logo (approx. 1.5 square inches) will appear on the DISContinuum
website
(http://discontinuum.org) on the homepage as well as on the site's
Sponsor and/or Links Page
(with 2 paragraphs of promotional copy)
and a link if sponsor has a website.
Sponsor's logo (approx. 2 square inches) will also appear on all programs/flyers
for DISContinuum-hosted
events, disc golf leagues, and tournaments.
Also, sponsor's logo (approx. 6 square inches maximum, two-color)
will appear on the offical DISContinuum club banner (10 foot by 3
foot) used at all DISContinuum-hosted
events and tournaments.
The
"Partner" Plan
Ultimate
exposure for DISContinuum sponsors!
Sponsor's
Pledge: $300.00
annually*
DISContinuum's
Pledge: Sponsors
will receive all the benefits of the "Ace" Plan, above,
AND
(A) their logo (approximately 3 square inches, one color) on 100+
high-quality tee-shirts that DISContinuum and
friends will proudly
display, or (B) their logo on 100+ custom-stamped discs. We
also invie our Partner
Sponsors to set up a booth for promotional
purposes including selling food products or merchandise at all
DISContinuum-hosted
events and tournaments. Sponsor has responsibility of acquiring
any necessary
permits and must follow local guidelines for such activity.
Ideally, potential Partner Sponsors would be either disc
golf merchandise
resellers, or in the food industry. Disc golf merchandise and
food are very lucrative
sellers at disc golf events because of the
large turnout of players these events attract. Since each Partner
Sponsor will be unique, DISContinuum will work to ensure sponsor's
satisfaction by altering the plan to agreed
specifications.
(*)

Sponsor's Pledge can be cash, cash value of merchandise, or a combination of both.

Best
Shot League Sponsor
Where your exposure is maximized and localized!!
Sponsor's
Pledge: $50.00 per league
DISContinuum's
Pledge: Sponsor's logo (approx 1.5 square inches) will appear on the DISContinuum
website (http://discontinuum.org) on the homepage, the Best Shot League
Pages* (which are the most viewed
pages on the site other than the Home Page),
as well as on the site's Sponsor and/or Links Page (with 1
paragraph
of promotional copy) and a link if sponsor has a website. Sponsor's
logo (approx. 1.5 square
inches) will also appear on all programs/flyers
for that Junior League.
(*)
viewable).

All League pages are viewable for the duration of that league before

Custom
Sponsor
Unique needs? Specialized merchandise? One-time event sponsor?
Sponsor's
Pledge: ???
DISContinuum's
Pledge: To make the Sponsor happy!
Artwork/Graphic/Logo
Specifications
Either camera-ready (printed) art or computer-generated art (in tiff,
is preferred. Please submit at the best resolution possible.
http://discontinuum.org
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they are archived (still

Let's talk!

eps, or jpeg format, no larger than 5 Meg)
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Discontinuum Disc Golf Club

To
contact DISContinuum with questions, suggestions, or information about
us at president@discontinuum.org!{mos_smf_discuss:no_discuss}
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